Alberta Doctors' Digest

January - February 2020

• Winners! Of so much more than ‘just’ Season 7 of The Amazing Race Canada
• The challenges and rewards of working in Indigenous health
• Community Connections: Esther Tailfeathers
• Shine A Light: Dr. Lori Lobay
• AMA seeks 2020 nominations for our highest awards
• AMA Award for Compassionate Service
• Call for 2020 TD Insurance Meloche Monnex/AMA Scholarship applicants
• Dr. Robert Chan gets our Physician Wellness #GOAT
• An EMR that’s made in Alberta, made by doctors
• Growth and climate change
• Negotiating deals with art
• Crystal Liu and Mirna Matta
• Rachel Bethune
• Partners in the Power of Information Sharing conference
• AMA Board of Directors 2019-20